Homozygous hypertrophic hereditary motor and sensory neuropathies.
We compared 25 autosomal dominant hereditary motor and sensory neuropathy (HMSN) type I patients with 7 subjects affected by hypertrophic HMSN with non-dominant inheritance. All the autosomal dominant HMSN I cases carried the chromosome 17p11.2 duplication, providing evidence that it is widely represented in HMSN I families. The second group included: two siblings born to unrelated, unaffected parents and suffering from hypertrophic HMSN of strikingly different severity; two sisters with HMSN I phenotype, born to first-cousin unaffected parents; two brothers with HMSN III phenotype born to unrelated parents both showing HMSN II phenotype; a child with classic HMSN III phenotype, born to unrelated, unaffected parents. The 17p11.2 duplication was not found in any of the patients of the second series or in their parents. Our data provide further evidence that: HMSN III is heterogeneous and encompasses the homozygous expressions of different neuropathic genes; it is advisable to separate autosomal recessive hypertrophic HMSN from dominant HMSN Ia, because they appear to be due to different DNA mutations.